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• Powerful 2.0 Peak HP Motor with Intelli-Speed 
technology 
Controlled power with automatically optimized 
blade speed for silky smooth to extra-thick results 

• Easy user selection dial: 4 pre-set recipe 
programs with Pulse function, manual speed 
control, Soft Start feature and Start/Pause 
button
One button to easily make icy drinks/smoothies, 
milkshakes, soups/sauces and juice 
With each unique program, simply slide the jar in, 
push the button, and walk away as the Blender 
delivers extraordinary results

• Diamond blending system with diamond pitcher 
design and stainless steel blades
For superior performance: creates a powerful 
vortex for fast, thorough blending 

• Revolutionary Magnetic Drive with  
Slide-In Design and hands-free operation 
Enjoy a new home blending experience; 
exceptional ease of use and cleanability without 
using a tamper or holding down the lid

• One-piece 1.8 L BPA-free dishwasher-safe  
lock-in-place pitcher with no-slip soft grip 
handle, tight-sealed lid and add-as-you blend 
top ingredient feed funnel with integrated 
measuring cup
For hands-free continuous blending of small to 
large ingredient batches 
Dishwasher-safe

• Stand-out sleek design and die-cast metal 
construction 
Easy to clean, sturdy and stable during operation 

WHITE



TECHNICAL DATA 
Wattage 1300 W
Power rating 2.0 Peak HP Motor
Speeds 4 programs + Pulse + manual
Motor RPM 700 to 20,000
RPM at the blade 700 to 18,000
Capacity pitcher 1.8 L
Material body die-cast
Product dimensions H × W × D 41 × 19 × 33 cm 
Packaging dimensions H × W × D 49 × 41 × 25.5 cm
Master pack dimensions H × W × D 50.8 × 41.6 × 26.5 cm
Net Weight 10 kg
Gross weight 11.6 kg
Master pack gross weight 12 kg
Master pack 1 unit
Cord length 121.9 cm
Country of origin U.S.A.
Printed cookbook No

REFERENCES COLOURS  EAN 
5KSB5075EWH WHITE 5413184202095
5KSB5075BWH WHITE 5413184202088

KitchenAid CLASSIC Magnetic Drive Blender 5KSB5075

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

1.8 L One-piece pitcher
5KSBSPJ
The large BPA-free pitcher with patented 
diamond design and stainless steel blades 
features a comfortable, soft-grip handle 
and BPA-free tight-sealed lid with 90 ml 
ingredient cup.
Dishwasher-safe.

Add as you blend top ingredient  
feed funnel
Add ingredients through the top ingredient 
feed, with a dishwasher-safe 60 ml 
measuring cup, whilst blending controls the 
blending level and consistency.

MAGNETIC DRIVE BLENDER WITH MAGNETIC SLIDE-IN PITCHER?

The revolutionary magnetic drive technology replaces a coupler system, so there is less wear and tear. 
No coupler to wear out or to align to as the pitcher slides-in easily on the base. The pitcher and the base contain magnets. 

EXTRA FEATURES DESCRIPTIONS

Easy user selection dial
With pulse function, variable speed,  
and 4 pre-set recipe programs with 
automatic shut off.

Magnetic drive system 
The revolutionary magnetic Drive 
Technology with slide-in pitcher, and easy 
pitcher release lever, replaces a coupler 
system, so there is less wear and tear. The 
pitcher and the base contain magnets. 

Diamond blending system 
With diamond shape slide-in pitcher and 
stainless steel blades creates a powerful 
vortex for fast and thorough blending.


